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Myths 002, the new EP from Ariel Pink and Weyes Blood, is fun enough.
But one moment gets under the skin. The first song, “Tears on Fire,”
starts as a forlorn, psych-folk lament, augmented by one of those snaky,
melancholy synths Pink loves so much. Pink croons over lovely finger-
picking, playing the role of the Renaissance Faire ham. Then, suddenly,
he sneers “Sing it!” at his collaborative partner, Weyes Blood’s Natalie
Mering, and she explodes into a show of operatic vocal histrionics worthy
of the most obscene peaks of Phantom Of The Opera.

The “sing it” is an obvious, ugly play for irony. We’ve heard rock stars and
gospel bandleaders shout “sing it” since the beginning of time. It’s the
kind of ageless cue a pop deconstructionist like Pink can’t resist. But the
way he sings it like a high school bully mocking his favorite punching bag
defeats its purpose. Instead of sounding loving, the tribute sounds smug. The “sing it” wasn’t even necessary.
Mering’s aria is so excessive on its own it speaks for itself.

It might seem like a waste to let two little words ruin an entire, 14-minute release. But Ariel Pink hasn’t been looking
too good these days. Following the jokey and confrontational Pom Pom, the musician gave a series of interviews
deriding women and feminists just as “Blurred Lines” began to stir pop music’s moral conscience. Like collaborator
Azealia Banks, he’s become as much indie star as punchable cartoon villain. If he wants to make a comeback, he
should do his best not to look like an ass. On “Tears On Fire,” he’s like the shrill, superior hipster who makes elitist
Limp Bizkit jokes when you’re just trying to relax and not talk about things that suck.

The kind of venom in which Pink trades works best if the delivery poses a contrast. The best satire hides under the
surface rather than announcing itself from the offset. That’s why Pink’s smugness doesn’t sell it and Mering’s voice
does. Mering is gifted with one of those voices that might summon inquisitive doves in a Disney movie – pure,
piercing, yet imbued with enough pain so it’s easy to tell something’s off. The brief “Daddy, Please Give A Little Time
To Me” is inherently silly (if only because the word “daddy” has taken on roughly similar connotations to the word
“moist” as of late). But Mering sings it straight-faced, emphasizing its absurdity.

Pink isn’t the dominant presence on Myths 002. It’s Mering about 70 percent of the time, strumming elfin-knight
reveries as Pink adds tasteful, graceful texture. “Morning After” is the best song here and, by no coincidence, the
most Mering-dominated. It’s played entirely straight, and Pink chooses to beautify in the background rather than
song-bomb like he does on “Tears On Fire.” Mering is a serious artist, even if her chosen medium is the florid British
side of folk. But Pink’s a joker to the end, and his formidable pop gifts exist only to be subverted.

This isn’t a bad release. It’s a low-stakes, easygoing passion project, and it won’t hurt either artist’s career. But…
that “sing it.” Remember that asshole who’d yell “cha cha cha” between lines of the Birthday Song as a kid? Didn’t
you always want to punch him?
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